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Evidence Mounts of a Capitol Hill False Flag
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GR Editor’s Note

With regard to the coverage of  the Wednesday Capitol  Event,  Global  Research will  be
publishing opposing and contradictory points of view by several of our authors.

We are dealing with a complex and far-reaching political process. We are at the crossroads
of a major political, economic and social crisis which has bearing on the future of the United
States. This crisis must be the object of debate and analysis rather than confrontation of
opposing political narratives.

***

America’s road to hell is paved with diabolical intentions.

9/11 changed everything — followed last  year  by unleashing The Great  Reset  war  on
humanity (sponsored by the World Economic Forum) and Wednesday, January orchestrated
Capitol Hill violence that climactically ended Trump’s challenge to stolen US Election 2020.

The above comprise America’s holy trinity of actions on a path toward full-blown tyranny.

Last year may have been a test to see how far US “dark forces” could push Americans to
sacrifice fundamental freedoms voluntarily.

A year ago, whoever could have imagined what was about to unfold — based on Big Lies
and mass deception.

Who  would  have  thought  we’d  sacrifice  our  fundamental  right  of  free  movement  and
assembly,  the right  to  work  unobstructed,  to  travel,  enjoy  eating out,  attend sporting
events, the theater, movie theaters, and be involved in other public activities?

Imagine how much worse things may get in the new year.

Will its climax be voluntary acceptance of full-blown tyranny — masquerading as protecting
and preserving health, well-being and safety to be lost if dark forces achieve their aims.

We’re lied to with headlines like the following on January 7:

“US counts record of almost 4,000 COVID-19 deaths in a day as virus continues to wreak
havoc (sic).”

These deaths, if accurate in number, were from seasonal flu/influenza, perhaps pneumonia,
and/or related illnesses — not covid.
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Individuals  succumbing  are  largely  elderly,  infirm,  likely  with  other  health  issues,  and
weakened  immune  systems.

Headlines like the about are part of a diabolical, state-sponsored fear-mongering campaign.

They’re  all  about  wanting  us  to  voluntarily  sacrifice  vital  freedoms  to  a  higher  power  —
hostile  to  our  health  and  well-being  at  the  same  time.

Wednesday night Capitol Hill  violence was likely orchestrated to elevate Biden/Harris to
power by ending the Trump-led GOP challenge.

It had earmarks of a well-planned false flag by US dark forces.

It appears that hostile-to-Trump elements infiltrated largely nonviolent Trump protesters.

They got access to Capitol Hill after police and federal law enforcers opened barricades
surrounding it, letting them storm the building to commit violence.

Wrongfully blaming Trump for what happened got him to pledge a smooth transition to
Biden/Harris on January 20 — ending his hope for a second term.

It also intimidated most Republicans to go along with what came off with military precision
by a superior force against an easily overwhelmed weak one.

Inside Capitol Hill, guards led hostile-to-Trump elements to designated areas.

Instead of preventing violence, Capitol Hill security facilitated it in what appears to have
been the climax to a homeland color  revolution to end Trump’s election challenge by
violently quashing it.

It worked as planned when Congress began debating the GOP electoral fraud challenge,
ending it violently.

There’s a made-in-the USA war ongoing that aims for transformational change to a ruler-serf
society, what’s untenable if achieved.

It’s what the diabolical Great Reset is all about.

We can swim with the tide and lose all rights or resist all-out nonviolently to save them.

At stake is retaining governance as it once was, warts and all, or replacing it with what’s
intolerable for anyone to accept.

I’m old school in my 9th decade to pass from the scene when my end time comes ahead,
my future largely in the past.

Younger generations have most to lose, a land of opportunity I  enjoyed growing up —
eliminating in plain sight what’s fast slipping away.

The nation I grew up in no longer exists.

The one diabolical dark forces plan is a lower level of hell that Dante forgot.
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Resist or lose everything, including hope.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons below. Forward this article to your email lists.
Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Award-winning  author  Stephen  Lendman  lives  in  Chicago.  He  can  be  reached
at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net. He is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research
on Globalization (CRG)

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”
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Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com.
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